Extending in situ attenuated-total-reflection surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy to ni electrodes.
Surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy (SEIRAS) in the attenuated-total-reflection configuration (ATR-SEIRAS) has been applied for the first time to Ni electrodes. SEIRA-active Ni electrodes were obtained through initial chemical deposition of a 60-nm-thick Au underlayer on the reflecting plane of an ATR Si prism followed by potentiostatic electrodeposition of a 40-nm-thick Ni overlayer in a modified Watt's electrolyte. The Ni nanoparticle film thus obtained exhibited exceptionally enhanced IR absorption for the surface probe molecule CO while maintaining unipolar and normally directed bands. With the advantages of ATR-SEIRAS, free H2O molecules coadsorbed with CO at the Ni electrode were revealed, and their role in the electrooxidation of the CO adlayer at the Ni electrode is discussed. In addition, the conversion of bridge to linearly bonded CO at Ni electrode in a neutral solution was clearly identified upon electrooxidation of the CO adlayer. ATR-SEIRAS was also used to characterize the adsorption configuration of a pyridine adlayer at the Ni electrode. Both A1 and B1 modes of adsorbed pyridine were detected with comparably large intensities, essentially maintaining the spectral feature of pyridine molecules rather than that of "alpha-pyridyl species", which strongly suggests an "edge-tilted pyridine" configuration present at the Ni electrode, a configuration intermediate between the "end-on pyridine" and "edge-on alpha-pyridyl" adsorption modes reported in the literature.